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We examine the formation of a photon echo in a three-level syster in two adjacent optically allowed 
transitions. In the limit of small areas of the exciting pulses, we obtain the intensity and polarization of 
the echo as a function of the polarization of the exciting pulses. The calculations are valid for arbitrary 
angular momenta of the levels and for arbitrary ratio between the durations of the exciting light pulses 
and the time of the reversible Doppler relaxation. It is shown that the considered three-level systems can 
be divided, in accord with their polarization properties, into four groups, each of which can be identified 
by the photon-echo method. The indicated groups diier from one another by the values of the total 
angular momenta of the resonance levels and constitute transitions of the form j-j-j, j-j + 1-j, 
j--j--j + 1, and j-j + 1-j + 2. 

PACS numbers: 32.80. - t, 32.70. - n 

The photon echo phenomenon is being intensively in- 
vestigated of late both experimentally and theoretically, 
since it permits the study of rapid relaxation processes 
in media, a s  well a s  the identification of the corres- 
ponding resonant transitions. 

To describe the photon echo in a gas medium it is 
necessary in principle to take into account the degen- 
eracy of the levels of the considered transitions, a de- 
generacy due to the different orientation of the total 
angular momentum j of the atom (molecule). A two- 
level model that takes this degeneracy into account was 
used in the theoretical papers"5 to describe the polari- 
zation properties of photon echo in gases. It is shown 
in these papers that the dependence of the polarization 
properties of the photon echo on the angular momenta 
of the resonant-transition levels makes it possible to 
identify these levels by the photon-echo method. At 
small j it is possible to establish the angular momenta 
of the transition levels exactly, and at  j >> 1 it is pos- 
sible todetermine the type of transition ( j -  j o r  j =  j + 1). 

a narrow spectral line, l/To<< l /Ti  (i = 1,2), and 
small angular momenta of the levels (j, = 1 - j, = 0 - j, 
=I, 1-1-0, g-3-2 and g-2-3). Here T1 and Tz 
a r e  the durations of the f i rs t  and second exciting light 
pulses, and To is the time of the reversible Doppler 
relaxation. 

The present paper is devoted to an investigation of 
the formation of a photon echo on two adjacent optically 
allowed transitions ja4jb -jc at arbitrary values of the 
angular momenta of the levels and at  an arbitrary ratio 
of To and Ti. Obviously, without simplifying assump- 
tions it is apparently impossible to obtain an analytic 
solution for such a problem. We have therefore used 
an approximation in which the areas  of the exciting 
pulses a r e  assumed smalL5 This has made it possible 
to  investigate the polarization properties of the photon 
echo at arbitrary angular momenta of the levels for 
the case of bothnarrow and broad (1/~,>> I/T,, i = 1,2) 
spectral lines. 

1. BASIC EQUATIONS AND RELATIONS 
Experimental investigations of the polarization prop- 

We use a s  our basis the d'Alambert equation erties of photon echo in molecular gases6'" were made 
on transitions with large level angular momenta. A 4n a' OE=---I paw 
comparison of the experimental results with the theory C= atz 

makes it possible in a number of cases to identify un- 
ambiguously the type of the transition. In other cases, 
however, the polarization properties of the photon echo 
differ from the results that follow from the two-level 
model. This disagreement is due apparently to the fact 
that the echo is formed in these cases either on an ag- 
gregate of independent transitions, one of which is jl 
-jl and the other jzMjz + 1, or on adjacent transitions 
with one common level. 

Formation of photon echo in the three-level system 
with one common level b and two levels a and c that 
a r e  close to each other was discussed in the literature 
many times (see, e.g., Refs. 12-17). We note that in 
all  the papers devoted to such systems the degeneracy 
of the levels was neglected. This made it impossible 
to consider the polarization properties of the photon 
echo. An exception was the work of Alekssev and 
~asharov,"  who took the level degeneracy into account. 
However, the analysis of the polarization properties 
of the photon echo in Ref. 17 was limited to the case of 

and the quantum mechanical equations for the compo- 
nents of the density matrix, in which account is taken 
of the interaction of the atoms (molecules) of the gas 
with the electromagnetic field and of the irreversible 
relaxation: 

The subscripts P, m, and v label here the projections 
of the total angular momentum j,, jb, and jc of the con- 
sidered levels a, b, and c. The equation for the den- 
sity-matrix components p , , ~  of the level a a r e  next ob- 
tained from (3) by making the substitutions Yc-Y, and 
V-P, and the equation for the components of the den- 
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sity matrix p,, of the transition between the levels b 
and c is obtained from Eq. (4) by using the change of - 
notation 7, -ycb, wO4w0 and ~1 ==v. Here wo is the fre- 
quency of the optically allowed transition with change 
of total angular momentum jb - j , ,  Go is the analogous 
quantity for the optically allowed transition, j, -jc, and - 
A = wo - w, is the frequency of the optically forbidden 
transition j, -j,. The vectors dm, and dm, a re  the ma- 
tr ix elements of the operator of the dipole moment of 
the atom for  the transitions between the level b and the 
levels a and c, respectively. Finally, l/ya, and 
1/yC a r e  the times of the irreversible relaxation of the 
populations of the levels a, b, and c, while l/y,, 1/ 
Ye,, and 1 /~ ,  characterizes the relaxation times of the 
corresponding components of the density matrix. Sum- 
mation over repeated indices is implied in Eqs. (2)-(5). 

The medium-polarization vector P in (1) pertains to a 
group of atoms moving with velocity v and is connected 
with the components p,, and p,, of the density matrix 
by the relation 

Let the exciting light pulses, which a r e  linearly pola- 
rized a t  an angle J, to  each other, propagate along the Y 
axis with a carr ier  frequency w and with electric field 
intensities 

where e") and e"' a r e  the constant real amplitudes, 
and a2 a r e  constant phase shifts, and I, and 1, a r e  the 
unit vectors of the corresponding Cartesian axes. 

Prior to the incidence of the f i rs t  exciting pulse on 
the medium we have 

where (2j, + l)n, is the density of the atoms on the level 
a a t  t - y/c S 0, and f (v )  is the Maxwellian distribution 
function. The initial levels for pmd and p,,,, a r e  ob- 
tained from the initial condition for puu8 by making 
respectively the substitutions na - n,, p - m  and no-n,, 
P- u. 

The solution of the system of equations (2)-(5) for 
the components of the density matrix is best carried 
out b expanding them in irreducible tensor opera- 
tors? For  example, for pu . we have 

and the connection of p,,, with $' is obtained from (9) 
by making the changes 

j a + j e ,  p+v. 

Similar relations hold also for the changes of p,d with 
fa(x), purr, with qr', p,,,,~ with .$') and p,, with P:. We 
note that the circular components of the polarization 
vector of the medium, P, defined by formula (6) a r e  
connected with the quantities J,:') with c. 

The procedure of calculating the electric field inten- 
sity of a photon echo produced on adjacent optically 
allowed transitions is similar to  that used in Ref. 5 

for the case of a two-level system. The system of 
equations for  the slow functions is solved in the given- 
field approximation (7) and (8). As a result we have 
for J,r(t - y/c) and $(t - y/c) a t  the instant of time 
t = T, + y/c when the f i rs t  exciting pulse leaves the 
point y of the gas medium 

where 
p , = - i J d ,  lZe("N,f  (v)  [sin G , T , + i ( l - c o s  & T I )  ] / 3 h 6 , ,  

N,=n,-n,, b l = k u - b , o ,  A o = o - o , ,  A a = o - a  o, (11) 

and the quantity C ~ ( J I )  is given in Ref. 5. The expres- 
sion for $'(T') is obtained from (10) by making the 
substitutions j,-j,, dl -d2 and pl-pz, where Pz is ob- 
tained from (11) by the transformations 

Here dl and d2 a r e  the reduced matrix elements of the 
dipole moment of the atom for  the transitions jb -j, and 
j, -jC, respectively. 

Expression (10) and the corresponding expression 
for C(T , )  serve a s  the initial conditions in the solution 
of the equations for the slow functions in the time do- 
main T1 c t - y/c < rs + TI, where rs is the time interval 
between the exciting light pulses. In this region, de- 
phasing of the individual radiators takes place on ac- 
count of the thermal motion of the atoms, but the me- 
dium retains the phase memory of the f i rs t  exciting 
pulse. In the subsequent calculations we shall assume 
that rs is s o  small that the irreversible relaxation 
during the time of formation of the echo can be neglected. 

In the time interval r5 +TI c t - y/c c T~ +TI + Tz, a 
second exciting pulse (8) passes through the medium. 
At the instant of time t = 7, +TI + Tz + y / ~ ,  when it  
leaves the point y of the gas medium, the part of 
+(61)(Tz) that contributes to the echo i s  of the form 

where 

The expression for Y1, is obtained from ab by the sub- 
stitutions 

PI+P=,  Ao-+AG, A ( i b ,  id + F ( i b ,  jay  j c ) ,  
B ( j b ,  j o )  +G ( j b .  ja. j c ) .  

Next, the expression for < ( T ~ )  is obtained from (12) 
by the substitutions 

j.+j.,  d l - + d l ,  Ftq+FZq, 

and the quantities Fh, ah and Y2, a r e  obtained from 
Fb, al, and yl, by the change 
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i.*j., GrsSz, di-+d,, p,*p,, 

of notation 

Finally, the quantities A(j,, j,) and B(jb, j,) a r e  given 
in Ref. 5, and F(jb,ia,jc) =F(jb,jc,ja) and G(jb,ja,jc) 
=G(jb, jc, j,) for different groups of transitions take the 
form 

Expression (12) and the corresponding expression for 
e ( T 2 )  serve a s  the initial conditions for the solution 
of the equations for the slow functions in the region 
7. + Ti + T2 6 t - y /C after the passage of the second ex- 
citing pulse. Omitting the intermediate calculations, 
we write down the final equation for the intensity of the 
electric field of the photon echo: 

where 
t f = t - ~ . - ~ , - T z - ~ l ~ .  

The components of the vetors F1 and F2 a r e  connected 
with F1, and Fz, by the relations 

F,=YF(F,,-F,.-,), F,#=O, F,*=Ffo; i=1, 2.  

The photon echo (19) is in the general case elliptically 
polarized. At AT,> 1 the envelope passing through the 
maxima of the echo intensity oscillates a s  a function 7. 
(quantum beats), with a frequency A. These beats 
were predictedfrom qualitative considerations in Ref. 13. 

2. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

To simplify the discussion, we consider the case of 
symmetrical tuning of the frequency of the exciting 
pulses relative to the central frequencies of the con- 
sidered transitions Am = -AG = - ~ m  In addition, we 
put T1 = T2 = T, a s  is usually the case in experiment!"' 

An important role in the theoretical investigation of 
the photon echo is played by the relation between the 
duration T of the exciting light pulses and the time of 
reversible Doppler relaxation To = l/ku, where u is the 
average thermal velocity of the atoms (molecules) of 
the gas. We consider two limiting cases of a narrow 
(l/To<< 1 / ~ )  and a broad (l/To >> 1/T) spectral line. 

When the echo is formed on a narrow spectral line, 
the integral in (19) can be calculated analytically for 
various combinations of the parameters A, To, and T 
in all  cases with the exception of A -l/To. As a result 
we have the following expression for the electric field 
intensity of the photon echo formed on a narrow spec- 

t ra l  line: 

p=AI  e x p { i [ o o ( t - y l c )  -' / ,A(z.+2T) +2(U,-@,I).  
[G,+Gz exp (-iAt') ]+ c.c., (2 0) 

where 

+cos AT+i sin AT-2i (21) 

and the vector Gz is obtained from (21) by the substitu- 
tions 

d , . ~ d , ,  Na*iVo, j.=j;, A+-A. 

We note that the case A - l /To can be investigated by 
numerically integrating (19). 

It follows from (20) and (21) that the maximum of the 
amplitude of an echo on a narrow spectral line is 
reached at the instant of time t = 27,+ 2T + y/c, and the 
duration of the echo pulse is of the order of To. At A 
2 1/T, a s  follows from (20) and (21), modulation oscil- 
lations of the intensity with frequency A take place 
within the photon-echo pulse. In the case l/To<< A 
<< 1/T there a r e  likewise modulation oscillations, but 
(20) takes a much simpler form 

Ee=AINo e x p ( i [ o o  ( t - y l c )  -Ar.+2Q2-cDL]}. 

where we have put for simplicity No =zO. We note that 
Eq. (22) describes the intensity of the electric field of 
the photon echo also a t  A << l/To << 1/T, when no modu- 
lation oscillations a r e  observed inside the echo pulse. 

In the general case the echo (22) is electrically pola- 
rized. At l/To<< A<< 1/T the polarization-ellipse axes 
oscillate a t  a frequency ~ / 2  over the length of the echo 
pulse. For  very close levels A << l /To << l/T, the 
polarization ellipse contracts to  a line. 

We emphasize that the maximum of the echo ampli- 
tude (21) is always linearly polarized. Denoting by 0, 
the angle between the echo polarization vector a t  the 
maximum of the amplitude and the polarization vector 
of the second exciting pulse, we obtain 

te e,='//, tg It[B(ib, i.) I d l  I '+B(ib, i.) I dZ I' 
+ W i t , ,  i., i.) Idi 1 a cos AT.] [ A  (jb, j.) Idl I 
+ A  ( jb ,  j.) Id, l6+4F(jb, j., 1.) I d ,  12(d2 1 cos AT.]-'. (23) 

This equation is valid for arbitrary angular momenta 
of the levels. For  small angular momenta j, = 1 -jb 
= O 4 j C  = 1, 1-1'0 and -$-g-3 the polarization p r o p  
erties of the photon echo a t  the maximum, which follow 
from (23), agree with the corresponding results of Ref. 
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17. For  the transition i-id$, Eq. (23) also goes 
over in the result of Ref. 17 if we use the small-area 
approximation in the latter. 

As follows from (15)- (18) and (23), with respect to  
the polarization properties of the photon echo we can 
divide the systems under consideration into four 
groups. For  the f i rs t  group ( j -  j- j) ,  using (15) and the 
expressions for  A ( j ,  j)  and B( j, j )  from Ref. 5, we get 

For  the second group (j'j+ l'j) we get from (16) and 
f rom the expressions for A ( j  + 1, j)  and B ( j  + 1, j)  ( ~ e f .  
5) 

tg ee=-2i(j+2)tglp!(4j'+8i+5). (25) 

We emphasize that for the f i rs t  group of transitions 
the dependence of 8, on $ is the same as when the echo 
is formed on an assembly of two independent transitions 
j -j and j-j, while for the second group of transitions 
this dependence i s  the same as when the echois formed 
on two independent transitions j + 1 - j and j + 1 - j . 

For  the two other groups of transitions, as follows 
from (23), the echo polarization plane, a s  a function of 
7 ,  executes quantum beats similar to  the quantum 
beats of the echo intensity. We note that for  the case 
I-L-- , , this circumstance was pointed out in Ref. 17. 

For  experiments in molecular gases, a particular 
important role is played by the case of large angular 
momenta ( j>> 1). In this case we have from (24) and 
(25) for the f i rs t  two groups of transitions 

For  the two other groups of the transitions we get from 
(17), (la), and (23) a t  j >> 1 

tg0 =tg$(ld,16-ldz14-ld,lz~dll'cosAz.) (31dl14 
+21d21'+21d,IZId21'cosAr.)-', j+j-i+l, (28) 

In the case I dl I = 1 d2 I and AT,<< 1 we have f rom (28) 
and (29) 

We consider now the case of echo formation on a 
broad spectral line. We note that i t  is precisely this 
case which takes place in experiments on photon echo 
in lnolecular In the case of echo formation 
on a broad spectral line, the maximum of the echo 
amplitude is usually shifted relative to  the instant of 
time t = 27, + 2T + y / c ,  and the duration of the echo 
pulse is of the order of the duration T of the exciting 
pulses. Therefore a t  AT > 1, a s  follows from (191, in 
the case of a broad spectral line modulation oscillations 
of the intensity take place within the echo pulse. At 
different relations between the parameters A, To, and 
T, Eq. (19) can be simplified. We shall dwell on the 
case AT<< 1, when the integral in (19) can be relatively 
easily calculated. The intensity of the electric field of 
the photon echo a t  No =No is given in the case by ex- 

pression (221, in which I is of the form 

where 

As follows from (32), the maximum amplitude of an 
echo on a broad spectral line is shifted a t  AT<< 1 rela- 
tive to  the instant of time t = 27, + 2T + y/c by 0.5T, and 
the echo-pulse duration is of the order T. Thus, i t  
follows from (22) and (32) that on a broad spectral line 
a t  AT<< 1 the echo is linearly polarized, and Eqs. (23)- 
(31) a r e  valid not only a t  the maximum of the amplitude, 
just a s  for a narrow spectral line, but for the entire 
echo pulse. 

We shall now dwell in greater detail on the case of 
echo formation in molecular gases on transitions with 
large angular momenta of the levels. If the echo is 
formed on two adjacent optically allowed transitions, 
then these systems can be divided, with respect to the 
polarization properties of the echo, into the following 
four groups. The f i rs t  group includes systems in 
which each of the optically allowed transitions pertains 
to  the Q branch, the second group includes systems in 
which each of the optically allowed transitions pertains 
to  the P(R) branch: The third group consists of the 
systems in which one of the optically allowed transi- 
tions pertains to the Q branch and the other to the P or  
R branch. Finally, the fourth group includes systems 
in which one of the optically allowed transitions per- 
tains to the branch and the other to the R branch. 

The figure shows the dependences of the angle 9, on 
$, plotted in accordance with formulas (27), (30), (311, 
and (26) (curves 1-4, respectively). We note that in 
the figure the angle 9, is assumed positive if the echo 
polarization vector lies outside the angle I), and nega- 
tive if it is inside the angle JI. This choice of the sign 
agrees with the work of Alimpiev and ~ a r l o v . ? ' ~  As 
follows from the figure, there is a large region of val- 
ues of J, where the curves a r e  significantly separated, 
so  that i t  is possible to identify experimentally each of 
the group of the adjacent optically allowed transitions. 
It must be borne in mind, however, that, a s  follows 
from Ref. 5, the f i rs t  group of transitions is indis- 

FIG. 1. Dependence of the 
angle 0, on #. The angle 
0, is positive o r  negative. 
depending on whether the 
vector of the echo polari- 
zation lies outside or in- 
side the angle #. 
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tinguishable with respect to  the polarization properties 
from the case when the echo is formed in two indepen- 
dent transitions, each of which belongs to  the Q branch. 
A similar remark holds also for the second group of 
transitions and for  the case of formation of an echo on 
two independent transitions, each of which belongs to 
the P(R) branch, or  one of them belongs to  the P 
branch and the other to  the R branch. 

The line 5 in the figure is a plot of 8, against JI  when 
the echo is formed on two independent transitions, one 
of which belongs to the Q branch and the other to  the P 
o r  R branch. This polarization dependence is obtained 
from Ref. 5 if the echo is formed on two independent 
transitions: jl - Ol(jl >>l) and j2 =j2 + l (  j2 >> 1) a t  No, 
=Nor, 141 = 14 (and ( ~ 0 1 -  w.)r.<< 1. Here No, dl, 
and ool a r e  the density of the excess population, the 
reduced dipole moment, and the frequency for  the jl 
-jl transition, while Noz, 4, and woz a r e  the analo- 
gous quantities for the transition j,=& + 1. 

We note that the comparison of the experimental 
curves with those of the figure should be made a t  small 
areas  of the exciting pulses, when the theory considered 
here is valid. This points for the need of organizing 
new experiments aimed at  identifying molecular transi- 
tions by the photon-echo method. 

We note in conclusion that if 7, is comparable with the 
times of the irreversible relaxation, then the intensity 
of the echo will attenuate with time in accord with an 
exponential law that takes a t  y,, = y,, the form 
exp(-2ya,t). 
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Laser fluorescence detection of single atoms 
V. I. Balykin, V. S. Letokhov, and V. I. Mishin 
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Results are presented of an investigation of the detection of single sodium atoms by means of a 
fluorescence method under conditions of cyclic interaction between the sodium atoms and a circularly 
polarized light wave of resonant frequency. To ensure multiple interaction between the atoms and laser 
radiation, the atoms are preliminarily oriented optically, as a result of which they occupy the F = 2, 
m, = 2 sublevel from which only a transition to the F' = 3, m', = 3 sublevel is possible. The 
maximum mean signal from each sodium atom interacting with the radiation is ii,, = 2 photoelectrons. 
The minimum recorded sodium atom flux in the experiment is z 1 atom/sec for an atomic registration 
probability of 0.4. Strong suppression of the atomic absorption spectral l i e  wings occurs on registration 
of single atoms when the fluorescence signal in the center of the absorption line is ii,, > 1 photoelectron. 
It is shown that this method of suppression of spectral line wings can be used to detect low 
concentrations of the atoms of a certain element in the presence of a high concentration of another 
element when the distance between the spectral absorption lines of the elements is ~0.1-100 cm-'. 

PACS numbers: 32.50. + d, 35.80. + s 

INTRODUCTION tum states using single atoms and m o l e ~ u l e s . ~ * ~  In 
investigations of ultrasmall concentrations of atoms, 

One of the pressing problems in the development of the most effective a r e  the fluorescence and photoioni- 
laser spectroscopy methods is the attainment of maxi- zation methods, which have yielded the best results. 
mum sensitivity, up to a limit of spectroscopy of quan- Using cw dye lasers  and a standard fluorescence pro- 
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